
Case Study: Secretary of State Campaign
In the state of Greenia, Jane Smythe is running for Secretary of State. Her campaign,
directed by an ambitious campaign manager, adopts advanced AI techniques to increase
her chances of winning. This approach soon sparks ethical debates and concerns over
accountability.

Background Information
Smythe's campaign, under the guidance of her campaign manager, leverages AI for
microtargeting, dissecting voter data to tailor messages. They also deploy social media
bots to widen their influence. Aware of the “echo chambers” created by social media
algorithms, the campaign designs content that reinforces the existing beliefs of targeted
voters.

ProblemAnalysis
The Smythe campaign faces several ethical challenges. They publicize images and video
of her opponent with subtle modifications to make people think negatively. Targeted
misinformation campaigns disproportionately a�ect minority communities, raising ethical
questions about exploiting vulnerabilities. When a controversial speech by Smythe
surfaces online, her campaign quickly dismisses it as a deepfake, exploiting AI's
ambiguity to dodge responsibility. The combined use of microtargeting and social media
bots amplifies these issues, creating echo chambers and an illusion of widespread
support for Smythe, all while the true extent of voter manipulation remains hidden.

Legislative Response
In response to these tactics, the Greenia state legislature begins drafting legislation to
establish boundaries and requirements for political campaigns’ use of AI. The proposed
laws aim to increase transparency in AI usage, mandate disclosure of AI-generated
content, and set strict limits on microtargeting practices. Additionally, the legislature
considers imposing penalties for campaigns that spreadmisinformation or manipulate
images. Thesemeasures intend to preserve the integrity of elections and ensure voters
are fully informed and not unduly influenced by AI-driven tactics.

Conclusion
Jane Smythe's campaign in Greenia presents a critical examination of the ethical
dilemmas posed by AI in political campaigns. It underscores the need for balancing
technological advancements with ethical campaigning and the role of legislative action in
safeguarding democratic processes.

Questions
● What role should ethics play in a political campaign's strategy?
● How can voters ensure they are making informed decisions in an era of AI-driven

political content?
● If you were a resident of Greenia, and found out about all of this manipulation, how

would you respond?What if you had been a supporter of Smythe’s campaign?


